Arsenault, John, et. al.
Box of books: vol. VII
[Los Angeles], 2014
Call no: PN4836 .B69 2014

Brewton, Johnny, et. al.
X-Ray magazine
Call no: NX456.X7 v. 1 no. 2; v. 1 no. 3; v. 1 no. 4; no. 5; no. 6

Chapman, Chip
Valencia, Calif.: East of Borneo, in cooperation with The Los Angeles Free Music Society, 2013
Call no: NC1882.7.R62 S43 2013

H.Mss.1026
Boxes 1-6
Finding aid: http://www.oac.cdlib.org/findaid/ark:/13030/c8m32z0g/
Collection of 124 zines, all created by young female Japanese artists. These publications represent the entire output of the "Feminine" show - an exhibition of zines curated by Tokyo store Zine's Mate, presented exclusively at the 2011 New York Art Book Fair. This collection reflects an important trend in underground print publishing among young women in Japan, and captures the zeitgeist of an exploding cultural phenomenen.

Kruska, Dennis (donor)
Radical Newspaper Collection, 1915-1974 (bulk 1965-1973)
H.Mss.1036
Boxes 1-3
Collection of approximately 55 titles of “radical” newspapers ranging on a variety of topics from environmental issues to civil rights; from ethnic identity to freedom of speech; and more. See Special Collections staff for listing of titles/issues.

Narvas, Greg
I was a teenage Filipino skinhead: a true story
Culver City, California: self-published, 2007-
Call no: PN4836.N38 I93 2007 volumes 1-5 plus audio CD

Rigo 23
From the [heart] of Santa Madera.
[Los Angeles]: [Fowler Museum], 2014
Call no: N7133.R54 A4 2014
Square pegs: queer youth zine
Santa Cruz, Calif.: Equinox, 1995
Call no: HQ75 .S68 1995

Szumowski, Laura
Cycling: a guide to menstruation
[Michigan]: Zoo-Mouse-Key Press, [2010]
Call no: QP263 .S986 2010

Want to find Zines elsewhere in the library?

The library has a collection of zine’s that can be checked out! The collection focuses largely (but not solely) on works by women, queer folks, and people of color and includes work by Claremont Colleges’ students.

Try searching the library’s catalog here: https://ccl.on.worldcat.org/advancedsearch.
Do a KEYWORD search using “zines”. Or try browsing the stacks in the range of PN4836.